THE PARTS
YOU NEED,
THE SERVICE
YOU DESERVE.
Utilimaster
Aftermarket Parts

REPLACEMENT
PARTS WITH
ORIGINAL
EXPERTISE.
When you order a replacement part from
Utilimaster—online or on the phone—it’s
backed by people who know your vehicle
inside and out. Nobody knows better what
you need to get back on the road, and
back in business.
That kind of knowledge is irreplaceable
when you’re looking for the right
replacement parts, right away. And the
only right place to get them is directly
from Utilimaster Aftermarket Parts.

Get the right part fast 24/7/365.
800-237-7806
FAX 574-848-2800
fvspartsorder@utilimaster.com
parts.utilimaster.com

Replace. Upgrade. And optimize.
Don’t just maintain your fleet. Maximize it.
The road is unforgiving. Whether you’re running two or 2,000
vehicles, they’re in constant need of upkeep and maintenance.
The Utilimaster Aftermarket Parts division is the well-oiled
machine you need to keep your fleet running safe, smart, and as
efficiently as possible. We built the trucks. And are always ready to
repair, replace, and keep you running at your best.
OEM approved. Street smart.
Utilimaster stocks thousands of OEM and engineer-approved
parts so you can be sure the replacement part you order will fit
perfectly and not have failure problems down the road. Plus, we’ll
get it to you as soon as you need it—usually the next day.
High-moving parts for your fast-paced fleet.
Certain parts of your trucks take more of a beating than others,
like bumpers, side mirrors, door handles, grab bars, roll doors,
shelves, lights, and even the hood. We make sure our inventory is
well-stocked with those high-moving parts—most shipping same
day so you get what you need as quickly as possible. Because we
believe that one part shouldn’t slow down a fast-moving fleet.

A one-stop, full-service solution.
Utilimaster’s Aftermarket Parts has every part for every vehicle
ever recorded in our sophisticated, yet simple, system. Just go
online or give us a call (24/7) and with nothing more than the VIN
we can immediately find the exact part you need. You won’t have
to juggle multiple parts vendors or guess what part you require.
We can even customize a system for your fleet to make sure your
parts are reserved and in stock.
We build them and keep them running.
Each Aftermarket Parts team member has been fully trained on
every Utilimaster vehicle. In fact, most have spent time on the
factory floor building and assembling our rugged vehicles before
joining the AP team. We have more than 200 years of combined
fleet vehicle experience to understand the trucks, to understand
the parts, and to know how to help keep your business on the
road to success.
Upgrades to keep older vehicles on the road.
We build our hardworking vehicles to run reliably and
productively for 15-18 years. That’s a long time to stay on the job,
and new technology is bound to come along. Our AP team can
advise you on the latest upgrades with everything from backup
cameras to GPS systems to keyless technology and more. It’s our
job to help keep your fleet running like new, even when it isn’t.

FLEET LONGEVITY: You need the right

part, right away. Utilimaster’s combination of
vehicle-building expertise and our advanced,
yet simple, replacement parts ordering system
keeps you and your fleet running at full speed
and capacity.

parts.utilimaster.com
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